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World’s smallest wearable rakes in $5.1M funding to combat cardiovascular disease


byVignesh R
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Companion brings in $6M for its AI-powered device to help detect dog’s emotional and physical needs
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ForeFront secures £3.75M to make multi-band smartphones, IoT devices simpler and more accessible
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AngelList founder backs $10M round of this fitness gaming startup that turns player’s body into controller


byVignesh R
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Microsoft-backed German robotics firm Wandelbots enters the US


byEditorial Team
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Proxima Fusion closes €20M to build world’s first-of-its-kind fusion power plant
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Spanish startup TaxDown scores €5M to revolutionise tax planning
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Paris-based hydrogen taxi rental startup HysetCo zips €200M to expand in Europe
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Spanish data startup Onum raises $28M to expand in the US
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Proxima Fusion closes €20M to build world’s first-of-its-kind fusion power plant


Quasi-isodynamic (QI) stellarators result in a carbon-free, safe, and effectively limitless source of energy. The science behind this… 
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April 10, 2024
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Spanish startup TaxDown scores €5M to revolutionise tax planning


TaxDown, which disrupts the tax sector in Spain and Latin America, has secured a new €5 million round… 

byAbhinaya Prabhu
April 10, 2024
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Paris-based hydrogen taxi rental startup HysetCo zips €200M to expand in Europe


Hydrogen offers a system-wide solution to the challenge of decarbonising mobility, with applications spanning intensive use, heavy transport,… 

byAbhinaya Prabhu
April 10, 2024
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Spanish data startup Onum raises $28M to expand in the US


Spanish cloud analytics and security platform Onum, which gives companies control over their data, cost, and performance, has… 

byAbhinaya Prabhu
April 10, 2024
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Pactio secures $14M investment to bring order to private equity investment


Pactio, who provides the digital infrastructure to support private equity markets across the complete investment lifecycle, have announced… 

byJames Cousins
April 10, 2024
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US fintech Adro raises $1.5M to make financial services accessible to international students and workers


With no Social Security Number and limited US credit history, international students and workers struggle to access basic… 
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April 10, 2024
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London-based Waymap lands £7M for its indoor navigation technology


In modern cities, navigation apps play a crucial role. However, they don’t work for everyone. These apps also… 
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April 9, 2024
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Marleybones fetches £900K in seed funding to unleash Pantry Fresh dog food brand


For most dog owners, the phrase ‘man’s best friend’ barely scratches the surface of the profound connection they… 

byJason Matthews
April 9, 2024
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French agtech Weenat snaps €8.5M to combat water scarcity in agriculture


Climate change is an undeniable reality, making water scarcity and management a major environmental challenge for the coming… 

byAbhinaya Prabhu
April 9, 2024
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